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ABSTRACT: Nanosized molecular clusters (MCs) composed of PbBr$_2$ and neutral ligand butylamine (BTYA) with unique optical properties in solution and solid states have been synthesized using ligand-assisted recrystallization and spin-coating, separately. The studies of their optical properties using ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) absorption and photoluminescence (PL) show the first electronic absorption and PL band of the MCs at 401 and 411 nm, respectively, for the solution and solid state samples that exhibit good stability under ambient conditions. Low-temperature PL spectra below 30 K show vibronic peaks indicative of a single size or a very narrow size distribution of the MCs. On the basis of Raman, X-ray diffraction, and transmission electron microscopy measurements, a layered structural model is proposed for the MCs with a BTYA ligand capping on the surface of the corner-shared tilted [PbBr$_{11}$]$^{11−}$ octahedral framework. The stable and retained structure of MCs in the solid state is promising for photonics applications.

Molecular clusters (MCs) are small particles with a single size or a very narrow size distribution. They have attracted considerable interest due to their unique properties, including their tunable size and shape at the molecular scale and the possibility of serving as building blocks for larger structures such as nanocrystals (NCs) or bulk crystals. Recently, MCs based on metal halides and capping ligands have been reported. For example, Zhou et al. synthesized (Cs$_2$NH)$_2$-(PbCl)$_2$C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ metal halide clusters exhibiting blue emission that peaked at 470 nm with cationic ligand Cs$_2$NH$_2$+, showing a photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) of 83 ± 1%. Vickers et al. found PbX$_{2}$-BTYA (X = Cl\(^−\), Br\(^−\), or I\(^−\)) MCs with a PbX$_{2}$ framework capped with neutral ligand butylamine (BTYA), which lack the A component in the conventional metal halide perovskite (MHP) ABX$_3$ (A = Cs\(^+\) or MA\(^+\), B = Pb\(^{2+}\) or Sn\(^{2+}\), and X = Cl\(^−\), Br\(^−\), or I\(^−\)) formula. They exhibit blue absorption and emission bands compared with those of MHP NCs quantum dots (QDs), or magic sized clusters (MSCs) due to their smaller size, over the ranges of 335–515 nm for absorption peaks and 344–519 nm for photoluminescence (PL) peaks depending on the halides. Their ultrasmall size and sharp absorption and emission bands, with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) around 10 nm, are attractive for potential photonics applications such as blue single-photon emitters.

Earlier attempts have been made to determine the structure of the PbX$_{2}$-BTYA MCs using the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) technique, and several tentative structural models were proposed. However, it has been challenging to determine their structure directly using techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) because the MCs tend to grow into larger structures or aggregate upon drying into a solid form. Producing isolated MCs in the solid state is essential for their structural determination as well as for device applications.

In this work, we report the first successful synthesis and characterization of isolated MCs based on PbBr$_2$ and neutral capping ligands BTYA in the solid state that have optical properties identical to those of MCs in the solution state. Structural studies based on Raman, XRD, and TEM led to the proposal of a structural model based on a layered structure with corner-shared tilted [PbBr$_{11}$]$^{11−}$ octahedra and BTYA capping ligands on the surface. Vibronic features in low-temperature PL data provide evidence of exciton–phonon coupling and a single size or a very narrow size distribution of the MCs. Good stability is observed under ambient conditions, which is attributed to the strong ligand coordination effect on the [PbBr$_{11}$]$^{11−}$ octahedral surface.

Figure 1 shows the absorption and PL spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in solution and solid states. For MCs in solution, as shown in Figure 1a, the first absorption and PL emission...
Figure 1. Optical properties of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in solution and solid states. (a) UV−vis absorption spectra and PL spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solution state. The insets are images of MCs in the solution state under ambient light and 365 nm UV light. (b) UV−vis absorption spectra and PL spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solid state. The insets are images of MCs in the solid state under ambient light and 365 nm UV light.

Figure 2. Low-temperature-dependent PL spectra of the film of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs. (a) PL spectra that are dependent on temperature from 20 to 290 K and two main peaks around 416 and 440 nm that red-shift gradually as the temperature decreases. (b) PL spectra focused on temperatures from 20 to 100 K, among which the interval is 10 K. (c) PL intensity, (d) fwhm, and (e) emission energy based on different temperatures from 20 to 290 K. (f) PL spectra focused on the 444 nm (left main peak) and 418 nm (right main peak) bands with several shoulder peaks around the 418 nm band at 20 K.
peaks are at 401 and 411 nm, respectively, and the PL band has an fwhm of 10 nm, which is in good agreement with previous reports by our group and indicates a single or narrow size distribution of MCs.

The PL Stokes shift is only 10 nm, indicating a low density of defects within the bandgap due to strong passivation of the surface with the BTYA ligand. More interestingly, when we transfer the sample from the solution to solid state using spin-coating, the absorption and the emission peaks do not shift at all, as shown in Figure 1b. This is significant because it indicates that the MCs in the solid state retain their properties as in solution, which is crucial for device applications because the solid state is the form that is usually required. As reported previously, clusters tend to grow

Table 1. Assignments for Raman Peaks of Solid PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman shift (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>octahedral distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>butylamine lurching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>butylamine lurching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>butylamine lurching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>butylamine lurching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>C–N torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>C–N torsion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Stability of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in solution and solid states. (a) UV−vis absorption spectra and (b) PL spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solution state. (c) UV−vis absorption spectra and (d) PL spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solid state stored for 15 days under five different ambient conditions: in air (1), without light (2), without light and oxygen (3), without light, oxygen, and moisture (4), and without light, oxygen, and moisture at a low temperature (0 °C) (5).

Figure 4. Raman spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs at high and low vibrational frequencies to show ligand interactions and MC phonon vibrational frequencies, respectively. (a) Raman spectra of components of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solution state (solvent DMF, ligand BTYA, mixture of PbBr$_2$ powder and the BTYA solution, and PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in solution). (b) Raman spectra of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solid state at different Z axis heights.

peaks are at 401 and 411 nm, respectively, and the PL band has an fwhm of 10 nm, which is in good agreement with previous reports by our group and indicates a single or narrow size distribution of MCs. The PL Stokes shift is only 10 nm, indicating a low density of defects within the bandgap due to strong passivation of the surface with the BTYA ligand. More interestingly, when we transfer the sample from the solution to solid state using spin-coating, the absorption and the emission peaks do not shift at all, as shown in Figure 1b. This is significant because it indicates that the MCs in the solid state retain their properties as in solution, which is crucial for device applications because the solid state is the form that is usually required. As reported previously, clusters tend to grow
into a larger structure or aggregate upon drying into a solid form from solution.\textsuperscript{2,3,13,14,16,17}

To confirm that the formation of MCs involves both PbBr\textsubscript{2} and BTYA, a series of control experiments were conducted. First, the UV−vis absorption and PL spectra of a solution of toluene, DMF, BTYA, and MC precursors were characterized. As shown in panels a and b of Figure S1, there are no peaks observed in the absorption or PL spectra for a pure solution of toluene, DMF, or BTYA in the spectral range of 300−800 nm. For the MC precursor solution, broad absorption and emission bands are observed, indicating the interaction between PbBr\textsubscript{2} and BTYA in solution in the form of different kinds of lead bromide complexes assisted by BTYA, for example, PbBr\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{−} and PbBr\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}.\textsuperscript{18} However, there are no sharp spectral features observed, indicative of the formation of nanocrystals or nanoclusters with regularly arranged microscopic structures.\textsuperscript{17}

Moreover, panels c and d of Figure S1 show a comparison of the UV−vis and PL spectra of PbBr\textsubscript{2} and PbBr\textsubscript{2}-BTYA MCs in solution and solid states. Only the solution of PbBr\textsubscript{2}-BTYA MCs and the film sample exhibit characteristic peaks, which clearly indicates that the spectral features of MCs around 400 nm originate from a combination of PbBr\textsubscript{2} and BTYA, not PbBr\textsubscript{2} alone.

Figure 2 shows low-temperature-dependent PL spectra from 20 to 290 K. In Figure 2a, at 290 K, a single emission peak is observed at 416 nm (indicated by a solid blue arrow), which we identify as arising from band edge recombination. The slight red-shift of the 416 nm peak compared with the 411 nm peak is possibly due to the use of different PL instruments that may not be calibrated identically. When \( T < 240 \) K, a second low-energy (longer wavelength) peak can be seen centered at 440 nm (hollow blue arrow), which persists down to 20 K. This could be attributed to shallow surface defect-related trap states\textsuperscript{9,19} or self-trapped exciton (STE) states,\textsuperscript{20,21} which are \( \sim 160 \) meV below the conduction band according to the difference in energy between the 416 nm peak and the red-shifted 440 nm peak. Figure 2b focuses on PL in the range of 20−100 K to highlight the change in the band edge emission intensity as the temperature is decreased.

Panels c–e of Figure 2 show the spectral analysis of the PL data at low temperature. The emission intensity, spectral fwhm, and peak emission energy are plotted with temperature in panels c–e of Figure 2, respectively. The minor blue-shift of the emission energy with an increase in \( T \) could be due to thermally induced excitonic emission.\textsuperscript{22} The spectral broadening indicated by the fwhm increasing with \( T \) is expected with increased inhomogeneous broadening. However, while the
peak energy and fwhm monotonically change with $T$, the emission intensity shows a clear maximum around 160 K. The fwhm is fitted to:

$$\Gamma(T) = \Gamma_0 + \sigma T + \frac{\Gamma_{op}}{e^{E_p/k_B T} - 1}$$

where $\Gamma(T)$ is the fwhm, $\Gamma_0$ is the inhomogeneous contribution, $\sigma$ and $\Gamma_{op}$ are the excitonic coupling constants for acoustic and optical phonons, respectively, and $E_p$ is the optical phonon energy. The fitting reveals $\sigma$ to be insignificant, implying that the optical phonon contributions dominate. The phonon energy is approximately 64 meV.

Figure 2f zooms in on the band edge PL at 20 K and reveals a series of closely spaced emission peaks. From the lowest-energy peak at 2.913 eV, the spacings are roughly 34 meV (274 cm$^{-1}$), 17 meV (137 cm$^{-1}$), and 33 meV (266 cm$^{-1}$), all close to phonon frequencies to be discussed below. These vibronic peaks indicate strong exciton–phonon coupling and that the MCs are a single size or have a very narrow size distribution, because such features would not be expected if there were a broad size distribution.

The stability of the MCs was studied by monitoring their absorption and PL spectra over time under different conditions involving light, oxygen, and moisture factors. First, the stability of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in their native environment was studied, in which MCs are precipitates in the solution state. All of the samples were kept in an ambient environment (room temperature and 1 atm) and characterized without further protection. Panels a and b of Figure 3 show the UV–vis and PL spectra, respectively, of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs in the solution state within 30 days. There is a small variation in the peak position in both absorption and PL spectra, which is attributed to subtle size changes during storage. The intensity of both absorption and PL decreases over time. On the 30th day, the intensity is only at 20% of its initial intensity, suggesting the degradation of the emissive MCs in solution in the ambient environment. Interestingly, the MCs did not seem to grow or aggregate in solution because the spectral position does not change over time, with the peaks shifting only 2–3 nm within 30 days, reflecting the structural stability of isolated MCs due to strong ligand passivation.

To study the stability of MCs in the solid state, a series of experiments under different conditions were conducted for ≤45 days, including film samples stored in air (1), without light (2), without light and oxygen (3), without light, oxygen, and moisture (4), and without light, oxygen, and moisture at a low temperature (0 °C) (5). Panels c and d of Figure 3 show the absorption and PL spectra, respectively, of all of the PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs on the 15th day (detailed stability test results within 45 days are shown in Figures S2 and S3). The absorption and emission peaks fluctuate within a narrow range (absorption peaks at 4 nm, while PL peaks at 2 nm) for all five samples, which was attributed to subtle size differences upon synthesis. Surprisingly, the individual sample does not experience any peak change over 15 days, which indicates the MCs are stable and the original structure is retained even in the ambient environment. This stability is attributed to the strong coordination of the N atom in the BTYA ligand to Pb$^{2+}$, which also provides exceptional passivation for the metal halide surface defects. According to the absorption and PL spectra in Figures S2 and S3, respectively, the intensity decreases gradually as the storage time increases. The solid control samples in air show no optical properties for absorption or emission on the 30th day due to the degradation. However, when light irradiation alone is excluded, it is possible to elongate the emissive properties to 45 days. Therefore, light plays a key role in the long-term stability of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs. Other variables such as oxygen, moisture, and low temperature deteriorate the stability less compared with light during the 45 day test.

Raman spectroscopy and XRD were utilized to provide structural information about the MCs. First, PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs were characterized in solution in the high-Raman vibrational frequency region to understand the interaction between the ligand and PbBr$_2$. Figure 4a shows the Raman spectra of the solvent DMF, ligand BTYA, the mixture of PbBr$_2$ powder and the BTYA solution, and the solution of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs (PbBr$_2$ powder and the BTYA solution were dissolved in the DMF solvent first and then precipitated in toluene). Comparing DMF and PbBr$_2$-BTYA MC solution, we find the spectra are dominated by peaks from DMF, which is likely due to the dominance of DMF in the solution. Comparing the BTYA solution with the PbBr$_2$/BTYA solution, we find the peaks of the BTYA solution at 398, 797, 1299, and 1441 cm$^{-1}$ shift to higher vibrational frequencies in the PbBr$_2$/BTYA solution. These peaks are ascribed to C–N torsion, NH$_2$ torsion, C–H$_2$ twist, and C–H$_2$ bending, respectively.

This shift in the PbBr$_2$/BTYA solution suggests the interaction between the BTYA ligand and PbBr$_2$, likely through the amine group.

The PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs were characterized in the solid state in the low-Raman vibrational frequency region to determine the vibrational phonon modes of MCs. Figure 4b shows several vibrational peaks at low frequencies on different thicknesses of solid films. The peak assignments are summarized in Table 1. The peaks retain the same position on different film thicknesses, indicating the same structure of MCs on different thicknesses of films and confirming the interaction between the ligand and octahedra. On the basis of the assignments, an initial structure is proposed with corner-shared tilted [PbBr$_6$]$^{4-}$ octahedra as the framework and the BTYA ligand interacting with Pb$^{2+}$ on the surface.

XRD was used to determine the crystal structure of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs. The diffraction pattern of PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs exhibits peaks at 6.4°, 12.8°, 19.3°, 21.4°, 25.8°, 32.4°, 35.8°, and 39.1° (Figure 5), which is different from conventional diffraction peaks of perovskite CsPbBr$_3$ crystals or MAPbBr$_3$ crystals at 15.3°, 21.7°, and 30.7°$^{3,31}$ This demonstrates that MCs formed a crystalline structure that is different from the cubic structure of a conventional ABX$_3$ perovskite$^{30}$ In addition, the contrast with the pure PbBr$_2$ crystal illustrates that PbBr$_2$-BTYA MCs no longer retain the PbBr$_2$ orthorhombic structure, which confirms interaction between the ligand BTYA and PbBr$_2$ (the pure PbBr$_2$ XRD data were compared to the JCPDS PDF 31-0679). Interestingly, the XRD peaks show regular degree intervals of 6.4°, which corresponds to a 1.4 nm distance according to Bragg’s law. This XRD result matches the reported layered Ruddlesden–Popper (BA)$_x$PbBr$_y$ (BA = butylammonium) perovskite crystals when the number of metal halide octahedral layers is one$^{32-34}$ It is also similar to other reported layered structures that show the close XRD peak positions and regular XRD peak degree interval$^{34}$ All of the reports show not only comparable XRD results but also analogous optical absorption and emission properties. This led us to propose that the PbBr$_2$-
BTYA MCs have a similar layered structure as depicted in Figure 7.32–36 Figure 6 shows TEM images of PbBr2-BTYA MCs. On the basis of images of 40 MCs in Figure 6a, an average size of 2.0 ± 0.4 nm is calculated. Figure 6b shows the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the MCs that reveal clear lattice fringes indicating the good crystallinity of the PbBr2-BTYA MCs. The interplanar spacing is measured to be 0.259 nm, which corresponds to the (010) crystal plane and proves that octahedra are tilted between two adjacent (010) planes because one Pb–Br bond is ~0.3 nm in length in the Br shared Pb–Br–Pb bond between two octahedra.33 The TEM results confirm the crystal size and crystalline nature of PbBr2-BTYA MCs, rather than disordered or amorphous as one might expect on the basis of their expected molecular nature.

On the basis of the structural characterizations presented above, we propose a structure for the MCs based on corner-shared tilted octahedra as the framework and the BTYA ligand for coordination and passivation on the surface, as illustrated in Figure 7. The [PbBr6]3− octahedra are tilted on the basis of Raman vibrational frequencies and interplanar spacing from HRTEM. The lone pair electrons in the N atom in the amine group of the BTYA ligand likely coordinate with Pb2+ to form a stable complex.26 BTYA also serves as a capping ligand for cationic defects on the surface like a Br− vacancy. van der Waals interaction between hydrocarbon tails of BTYA likely leads to the formation of stable layered structures.34,36

In summary, stable nanosized PbBr2-BTYA MCs have been synthesized in the solid and solution states and show identical absorption and emission properties. The results indicate that the MCs have the same structure in the solid and solution states, unlike other small clusters synthesized in solution, which often tend to grow into a larger structure or aggregate upon drying to a solid, making them challenging for applications. MCs have narrow electronic absorption and emission bands with a small Stokes shift, suggesting the low density of defects due to strong surface passivation. Low-temperature PL spectra show interesting vibronic features that indicate exciton–phonon coupling and a single size or a narrow size distribution of the MCs. Furthermore, the MCs show good stability in the solid and solution states in the ambient environment. Structural studies based on Raman, XRD, and TEM led to the proposal of a layered structure of the MCs with a corner-shared tilted octahedral framework and the BTYA ligand coordinating to Pb2+ on the surface. This study demonstrates that the facile process made amino metal halide MCs retain their properties as isolated structures in solid form, making them promising for applications in devices in the future.
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